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White
Good evening.  There's a strong musical flavour to tonight's programme, all tastes catered for I think I can promise you.  Later on we'll be hearing why success doesn't always breed success.

Music - singing

So do visually impaired singers have to struggle harder to achieve recognition?

First though, a number of blind music fans have been contacting the company Spotify complaining that they're having to pay the most expensive rates to use the service.  Spotify is one of the market leaders in the music on demand business, if you use it you'll know how it works:  thousands of songs on a kind of online juke box.  You want to know what all the fuss is about Denmark's Eurovision winner so you just call up Only Teardrops.

Music - Only Teardrops

They charge a variety of rates depending on the service you want but the complaint is that because of access problems if you're a visually impaired user you can only take advantage by paying top dollar.  Well our reporter Maurizio Molinari has been investigating.

Molinari
The Spotify logo is Music for Every Moment, this implies that listening to your favourite songs or discovering new bands or artists sharing your music with fans and so on and so forth should be relaxing, if it takes people huge lengths to make Spotify work then it's not so relaxing anymore, this is counterintuitive isn't it.

White
So what exactly is the problem with Spotify?

Molinari
Those who want to subscribe to Spotify have three options.  The free one lets you listen to 10 hours of music per month only from your desktop and with ads.  The unlimited one for £4.99 gives you the possibility of listening to as many songs and albums as you like and access all the Spotify functions from desktop computers.  The premium one worth £9.99 enables you to use Spotify also on mobile devices, such as Android Smart Phones or iPhones. The premium account is also the only one which allows you to listen to your favourite music offline.  Now the issue is that the Spotify desktop applications both for PC and for Mac are pretty inaccessible to screen readers, so a blind person is forced to subscribe to a premium account if they want to use Spotify apps to a certain degree of satisfaction.

White
Are these Mac and PC apps are they completely unusable?

Molinari
It depends on the definition of usability I believe.  You can do basic stuff like searching for a song and playing it even if you need to work a lot with mouse simulation and other advanced navigation functions for screen readers.  And even so the voice feedback that screen readers give is close to non-existent - you have to memorise keyboard shortcuts and cross your fingers that when you're doing something Spotify actually does what you think it will do.  It's hard enough to access search results and fast forward and rewind a song, let alone using more advanced functions such as retrieving album information, seeing what your friends are listening etc.  In the UK and only in the UK so far there is the alternative of a web based player that one can use without installing the app but even that doesn't work on all browsers and doesn't support all Spotify functionalities.  Also it's tricky to use the player controls and to change its privacy settings, so you risk spamming all your Facebook friends with the songs you're listening to.  There are scripts to make Spotify apps more accessible but they're developed by third party designers so firstly you have to pay for them and more importantly they don't always work when the Spotify updates.  The only way accessibility could be significantly improved Peter is that Spotify designers and developers foresee it at the apps developing stage.

White
So what about the apps for Smart Phones?

Molinari
Well this is another story, there are usable to a greater extent, even if they're not perfect.  Most of the blind users I've talked to on mailing lists and forum are satisfied with the way Spotify works with iPhones, iPads and Android devices which use Jelly Bean, the latest Android operating system.  There are some inaccurate or unlabelled buttons and some inaccessible screens but on the Smart Phones you can do many more things than on desktop computers - you can manage play lists, read information on songs and albums and create your own radio streaming.  One thing that still seems an issue is checking the most recent albums available.  Finally on iPad there is a problem when you want to download your music and listen to it offline, so the situation with blind people using Spotify with mobile devices is much better but far from perfect.

White
So what are users saying to Spotify - I mean have they been complaining?

Molinari
Many have contacted the Spotify support and some of them have been given a free three month subscription, but this is a short term fix that doesn't solve the problem.  What happens when the three months expire?  Other people who wrote to Spotify were told that they're ready to put accessibility higher on their agenda and to seriously work on it only if they see an increased number in subscriptions, but this is a Catch 22, Peter, as they're telling people to subscribe even if there are accessibility issues and then to complain so that these issues can be fixed.

White
But of course Spotify aren't the only company doing this are they, can't blind people simply do what you do when you're dissatisfied with a service and use somebody else?

Molinari
There are a couple of alternatives which are Rdio and Deezer, especially Deezer, will be launched in the US in the summer and so will represent a true competitor for Spotify which is actually now in a monopoly.  Google is also envisaging a subscription model for their digital music products, so the hopes of the blind community are that once there's more competition accessibility will be also improved.

White
Well we did invite someone from Spotify on to the programme, unfortunately no one was available for interview.  They have told us though in a statement that:  "We would like to be able to offer an improved integration with screen readers for visually impaired users of Spotify, the technology required is complex but we are looking into what is possible and we do hope to be able to improve our accessibility in the future."  Maurizio Molinari thanks very much indeed.

Molinari
Thanks Peter.

White
And there's also unrest in another part of the musical world.  You may recall that in a recent interview on this programme with the world renowned sitar player - Baluji Shrivastav - he made the point that he felt he'd had to struggle harder for concert and recording recognition because of his visual impairment.  Well it's a point which resonated with listener and singer Anne Wilkins who said she felt she was part of the same phenomenon and recently won the prestigious David Ellis Memorial Ribbon at the National Eisteddfod.  Tony Shearman has been listening to her experiences and of course to her singing.

Music - Anne Wilkins

Wilkins
I've been quite busy with various concerts, some local, some not quite so local in Wales and I thoroughly enjoyed the experiences really.  It's been an interesting learning curve as well.

Shearman
But you haven't got as much work as you might expect from winning such a prestigious competition?

Wilkins
I wouldn't think so no, no.

Shearman
Why do you think that is?

Wilkins
I don't know, I think there - I mean I'm speaking on general terms now but I think that blind and partially sighted people have to obviously work harder than other people do to promote themselves, promote their careers and I also think that they have to think about how they appear to other people on stage and a lot of this, I think, is convincing some people who are a bit sort of ignorant about capabilities of blind and partially sighted people about what they can do.

Shearman
I should point out that you are classically trained although you...

Wilkins
I am yes.

Shearman
... you didn't sing full time, you did have a full time job but you have sung with some big names.

Wilkins
I have, yes, I've sung with Penelope Walker who has sung at Covent Garden and with English National Opera and Welsh National Opera and also with Catherine Wyn-Rogers who is a well-known Mezzo-soprano as well and the tenor Robyn Lyn Evans who also has won the same competition which I won but he is at the moment singing the role of Alfredo in Traviata with Scottish Opera.

Shearman
So when you say you would think that you've been overlooked or you have to work harder to get work as a blind singer, why do you think that is, is it something to do with stage presence?

Wilkins
It could be in some instances, as far as I'm concerned the one comment that kept coming back to me after I'd won the competition was how good I looked on stage and there have been people working with me for a very long time to improve stage presence, to think about my presentation on stage and appearance and they've been emphasising to me the importance of that.  I work hard at looking good, I go to the gym, I walk a lot - exercise a lot - and that sort of thing as well.

Shearman
Did you employ an agent at any point or were you approached by an agent - would that have helped?

Wilkins
Possibly it might have done but I've never been approached by one so I haven't really looked into it.  I think these days with all the technology that's available it is quite easy to look after your own career if you can.

Shearman
Well listening to Anne's story is another blind soprano who was also a competition winner.

Music - Denise Leigh

That's Denise Leigh, who was a joint winner of the Channel 4 programme Operatunity back in 2003 singing Spirit in Motion there at last year's London Paralympics.  She joins us in our Stoke studios.  Now Denise, you've got a slightly different background to Anne because you were actually singing full time before you took part in Operatunity but I guess you can relate to what Anne was saying there about musicians and singers being overlooked if you're blind.

Leigh
Yeah, I can.  I'm not entirely convinced it is a visual impairment issue.  When I won Operatunity as you know there were two winners, there was myself and there was Jane Gilchrist, who is another soprano and we shared the role of Gilda in Verdi's Rigoletto.

Shearman
She's sighted?

Leigh
Yeah she's sighted yeah.  We both had the same agent so all the situations, all the circumstances and conditions were the same and I got lots and lots of work in the first year and I don't think Jane would mind me saying that she was a bit disappointed with the amount of work that she was approached with.  The follow up programme, which followed us around for a year throughout the making of the album, the first album, clearly showed Jane in a meeting with our agent sort of berating him for not finding her enough work.  I think the reason I got a lot of work was because I was really proactive and immediately after the competition I realised I'd got a very, very small window of opportunity and I just e-mailed choral societies and musical directors and opera companies and sent them my CV, sent them sound clips, and I got a tremendous, overwhelming, response and in some cases I've made connections which I'm still drawing upon now and still doing work for now.  It's probably true to say that I don't get much work in opera - I have auditioned and been offered roles and now of course I have a five month old baby so I wouldn't want to be away from home for all that time - so most of my work is on the recital stage and with choral societies, singing an oratorio.

Wilkins
Yes, that's the sort of thing that I do and it's actually the path that I feel happiest in.

Shearman
So what advice could you give to Anne Denise?

Leigh
Just be really, really pushy, be really proactive.  It sounds like you've thought about all the things that I know a lot of visually impaired musicians ignore, they tend to think that it shouldn't matter what you look like on stage, it shouldn't matter what your body language is - I'm afraid it does.

Wilkins
Yeah it does, I know...

Leigh
It really does because I've seen a lot of bad performers who actually look quite bored on the stage and that transmits itself to the audience and it just makes the audience feel that if you're not enjoying it then they don't stand a great deal of chance of enjoying it - they've just got a lot more work to do if you're sending out the wrong physical signals.  But having said that I've seen sighted musicians who do that too.

Wilkins
Oh yes.

Leigh
So I think it's quite - it can be quite a general problem of being quite insular, I think it's easier to be that way when you're visually impaired because you haven't got the visual stimulus.

Shearman
So I guess the key is, as you say, is to promote yourself.  Perhaps the two of you can get together and do a duet.

Leigh
Shall we do a talk called the blind leading the blind?  That's not been suggested before to either of us I imagine.

Wilkins
I'd set Denise a challenge for that, I'd suggest we do it in Welsh.  

Leigh
Well I've recorded Suo Gan does that qualify me?

Wilkins
Mmm have to think about that one.

Leigh
All three verses.

Music - Anne Wilkins

White
Anne Wilkins comparing notes with Denise Leigh.  And the music, by the way, is from Mighty Kings and that's from Handel's Oratorio Judas Maccabaeus.

Do you agree with Anne's point or in the world of arts and entertainment do you just have to make your own opportunities, whether you're blind or sighted?  Do let us know your views.

Right well we've had almost every genre of music on this programme so here's a clue to the next item.

Music 

Rock music of course because as a result of Red Szell's account of his plans to climb the Old Man of Hoy next month we've heard the Mountaineering Council of Scotland which has a five day rock climbing beginners course tailored for visually impaired climbers.  We've had an e-mail from its coordinator, Norma Davidson, she's an enthusiast herself.

E-mail (read)
I'm pleased to inform you that the date has been set for this year's course for visually impaired people who like myself have a yearning for the great outdoors.  This five day residential course is held at the National Outdoor Training Centre near Aviemore and is run by highly qualified and experienced instructors.  They encourage you to extend your abilities and support you to try new activities to the level you feel most comfortable with.  The week's activities will include:  one full day's walking in the Cairngorms; two, introduction to rock climbing and abseiling; three, the highlight of the week is an overnight expedition, often this ends up with a sing song around a campfire, it's an extra bonus if we have a musician in the group.  Included in the cost is accommodation in twin rooms, cooked breakfast, evening meals and packed lunches.  Glenmore Lodge will supply all equipment required for the week.  If you feel that this is a week not to be missed I will convince you you are right.

Well I guess we'd better let you be the judges of that but there are more details if you'd like them on our website.  Meanwhile if you've got any queries, comments or information you think we ought to have you can contact us by e-mailing intouch@bbc.co.uk or you can call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after tonight's programme.  And there'll be a free download of tonight's programme as from tomorrow from our website.  

And finally just a quick mention of next week's programme when we're asking where have all the jobs gone, despite the pressure now on disabled people to work recent research suggests that actually only one in four visually impaired people of working age has a job and that those numbers have virtually stood still for over 20 years.  Well we'll be discussing the research with the man who carried it out and debating how hard it is to get those casual jobs if you can't see - you know the ones which actually get sighted people on the working ladder.

Speaker
Lots of those jobs have been automated or are now done by machines, so there is definitely a change in the labour market, as it were, and that is particularly affecting people who perhaps haven't been to university and incidentally we know that levels of educational attainment amongst blind and partially sighted people is significantly lower than the disabled population.  And those sort of manual jobs, people who would ordinarily do bar work and I know as a teenager I was desperate to earn some cash and wanted to do bar work and people who...

White
Work on a building site.

Speaker
... builders - it's not possible.

White
No you and I wouldn't have done very well on a building site would we?

Speaker
No unlikely.

White
Well much more about next week but for this week from me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.



